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A LUXURY APPROACH FOR CASUAL JACKETS 
 

For the first time, Scabal is offering its amazing “Diamond Chip” cloth for jacketings. Woven by a 
special process in Scabal’s own mill in Yorkshire, England, the new collection features a confident 
and exciting range of 12 shades that run from black and deep blue to bright red and vivid yellow. 
As always, the “Diamond Chip” cloth is a 260g Super 150’s silk in a plain basket weave. 

Since 2001, this exceptional quality has won worldwide renown as an elegant, unique suiting. 
Given the strong demand in all markets for sporty and luxurious  tailored jackets to be worn with 
contrasting trousers, Scabal has developed this new take on proven favourite. The “Diamond Chip 
jacketings” collection will satisfy a market demand for luxury cloths in the casual wear and 
weekend wear sectors. 

The jacketings collection, now available through Scabal’s network of prestigious stockists 
worldwide, carries a woven selvedge stating “Scabal – Super 150’s – Silk With Diamond 
Fragments – Made In England”. 

Scabal sources its diamond fragments from a highly respected company in Antwerp, one of the 
centres of the world’s diamond trade. Since the late 1990s, Scabal has won a global reputation for 
its technical skill in developing cloth that combines precious stones and metals with superfine 
fabrics. Gold, platinum and lapis lazuli, as well as diamonds, are all used in Scabal’s specialist 
cloths. 

Always with their eyes on the demands of the global luxury goods market, the design and 
technical teams at Scabal continue to blend human creativity and technical excellence. The 
“Diamond Chip” jacketings selection is yet another first for Scabal. 

The ideal complement to this jacketings selection is Scabal’s superb “Concerto” collection for 
trousers. In 100% wool, this Super 150’s quality weighs 240gr and is available in 26 plain twill 
fabrics, with a palette running from beige to black.  


